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Guang Liang - Dou Shi Ni
Misc Unsigned Bands

Title: Dou Shi Ni
Artist: Guang Liang
Album: Ocean Avenue
Tabbed By: heartonattack
rainbowloopymoo@aim.com

Erm this is my first tab I ve done but this is a great song and I didn t notice
many
songs here aside from Jay Chou (and none by Guang Liang). I got the lyrics and
translation
http://chinesemusicblog.com/forum/viewtopic.php?id=240 but they were a little
off so i 
them a bit... I worked hard to make sure that this is accurate as I can make it.
That
said I don t really know who would be looking for this song but if you are, hope
you 
(: P.S. I don t know if Guang Liang is unsigned or not but if he isn t I m sorry
=.=

...I generally play this song using one strum for each chord, as it s a slow
piano song
doesn t really work with a lot of strumming, but go ahead and figure out
something else
it works better for you.

Tuning: Standard
Capo on 1st

Intro
e|-1-13-7-9-9-9-7-7-5-7-x-1-3-5-5-x-3-3-1-x-5-6-5-3-------------------------|
B|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|
G|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|
D|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|
A|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|
E|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

F  = 11233X
C  = 01023X
Dm = 13200X
G7 = 100023

F                F     C        C
Shei gai bian le wo de shi jie
Who has changed my world

                    C   F        F
Mei you fang xiang mei you ri ye



No directions, no day and night

Dm              Dm   F                 F
Wo kan zhe tian zhe yi ke zai xiang ni
As I look at the sky, at this moment, I think of you

        G7            G7      C
Shi fou hui dui wo yi yang si nian
Wonder if you have the same longing for me as I do for you

F               F       C
Ni ceng shuo wo men you yi ge meng
You once said that we have a dream

C                C      F             F
Deng dao na tian wo men lai shi xian
Waiting for that day when we make that dream come true

Dm              Dm   F                    F
Wo wang zhe tian zai xin zhong mo mo nian
I gazed at the sky, reading outloud in my heart silently

        G7              G7   F
Xia yi miao ni chu xian zai yan qian
Wishing that the next second you ll appear before my eyes

       F      Dm                Dm      F
Xiang nian de xin zhuang man de dou shi ni
You are the one who fills up the longing in my heart

    F      Dm             Dm      F
Wo de gang qin tan zou de dou shi ni
You are the one whom my piano plays tribute to

    F    Dm            Dm      F
Wo de ri ji xie man de dou shi ni de ming
Your name fills up my diary

F       C               C     F
Cai fa xian you ling yi ge li ming
To finally find out that there is another dawn

BRIDGE
[Piano Solo]

F               F       C
Ni ceng shuo wo men you yi ge meng
You once said that we have a dream

C                 C      F           F
Deng dao na tian wo men lai shi xian
Waiting for that day when we make that dream come true



Dm               Dm  F
Wo wang zhe tian zai xin zhong mo mo nian
I gazed at the sky, reading outloud in my heart silently

F      G7       C               F
Xia yi miao ni chu xian zai yan qian
Wishing that the next second you ll appear before my eyes

       F      Dm                Dm      F
Xiang nian de xin zhuang man de dou shi ni
You are the one who fills up the longing in my heart

   F       Dm             Dm      F
Wo de gang qin tan zou de dou shi ni
You are the one whom my piano plays tribute to

   F     Dm            Dm      F
Wo de ri ji xie man de dou shi ni de ming
Your name fills up my diary

F      C                C     F
Cai fa xian you ling yi ge li ming
To finally find out that there is another dawn

   F     Dm            Dm      F
Wo de ri ji xie man de dou shi ni de ming
Your name fills up my diary

F      C               C     F
Cai fa xian you shi yi ge li ming
To finally find out that there is another dawn

F       C                   F  (let ring)
Zhe shi wo dui ni ai de lei ji
This is the accumulation of my love for you

[end]
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